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Abstract
Sharing economy has become widespread globally as an innovative service business
model. However, some of sharing economy’s socially irresponsible practices have led
critics to challenge their legitimacy. Drawing upon legitimacy theory, this research
evaluates the legitimacy and corporate social responsibility (CSR) of sharing
economy. The current stance of sharing economy’s legitimacy is discussed regarding
regulations; legal, tax, and labor issues; politics and lobbying behaviors; social
inequality; and societal and economic impact, along with its core concept, sharing.
This paper further delineates how CSR and CSR communication can help sharing
economy firms manage the challenged legitimacy. As one of the first research
attempts, the current paper sheds lights on the dark side of sharing economy and
the value of CSR to resolve some concerns about its legitimacy.
Keywords: Sharing economy, Legitimacy, Corporate social responsibility, CSR
communication

Introduction
Consumers have quickly embraced sharing economy services like Uber and Airbnb.
When people visit a new area, searching affordable accommodations on Airbnb and arranging a ride using Uber have become a new normal. This trend is rising in many
countries as the idea of sharing economy and sharing economy firms have gone global.
In 2017, Airbnb operated in over 65,000 cities in more than 191countries with over 3
million listings worldwide; to date, 200 million guests have stayed at one of these locations [1]. In June 2017, Uber’s total number of rides reached 5 billion in cities including Mumbai and Moscow, with a presence in 24 countries on six continents [2]. The
exponential growth of sharing economy has been propelled by positive contributions
such as increased employment opportunities for individuals, generally cheaper and
more convenient services for consumers, and boosted vibrancy for local communities.
At the same time, various concerns and controversies have also emerged about practices of sharing economy (e.g., tax, regulations, labor, and consumer issues). For instance, Uber has a notorious reputation for its treatment of drivers and a workplace
culture associated with sexual harassment and discrimination, which led the recent
resignation of the CEO. Airbnb has been linked to the surge in housing costs in big cities like San Francisco and New York. Other issues such as taxes and legal claims are
also arising. Some critics [3] even argue that calling sharing economy services “sharing”
is a misnomer. In response, sharing economy corporations have taken several
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approaches to combat negative perceptions and societal pressures, such as significant
efforts for corporate social responsibility (CSR hereafter). Uber has recently announced
$3 million in support for social causes, including $1.2 million in support for coding
education for females [4]. Despite those efforts, however, the negative sentiments about
sharing economy still largely remain.
As such debates about sharing economy are centered on the moral, environmental,
and ethical claims of sharing economy firms, and these debates are still ongoing and
unresolved, it is timely to explore these businesses’ roles in society, social responsibilities, and legitimacy. Legitimacy is one of the crucial factors for firms’ success [5] as it
allows continuous resource flow and support from constituents of an organization [6].
Given the rise of sharing economy and increasing debates about its positive and negative impact on national/international societies, in-depth discussion about the legitimacy
of sharing economy is essential. Because legitimacy is a “yardstick” of the discussion in
the CSR field [7], researchers have discussed CSR along with firms’ legitimacy [8], yet
businesses challenge the fundamental assumption of CSR (i.e., that conformity with societal rules is the basis for legitimacy), particularly when it comes to corporate activities
across countries and cultures [8]. These debates about CSR apply to sharing economy,
a global phenomenon. In the literature, much research has focused on the positive side
of sharing economy and consumers’ positive responses to sharing economy [9–12], but
very few researchers have discussed the legitimacy, ethical roles, or CSR of sharing
economy. Questions about the legitimacy of sharing economy need to be answered to
justify the global role of sharing economy businesses. This need calls for comprehensively evaluating sharing economy’s past and its current legitimacy in order to give
these businesses a better future.
Thus, the current study comprehensively reviews sharing economy, the negative side
as well as the positive, and its challenged legitimacy. We further highlight the crucial
link between CSR and legitimacy of sharing economy. Guided by legitimacy theory [5],
we evaluate the stance of sharing economy and suggest necessary and effective approaches to enhance legitimacy. This paper makes several theoretical contributions: (1)
comprehensive theory-based reviews of why and how the legitimacy of sharing economy has been challenged, despite very positive initial reactions to sharing economy,
and (2) insights into how to better resolve challenged legitimacy of sharing economy
through CSR communication. In addition, sharing economy is still in a nascent state
[13], and most research has focused on the sunny side of sharing economy and positive
responses of consumers to sharing economy [11, 12]. Thus, it is important to also address the dark side of sharing economy [14] through a theoretical lens. These insights
are pivotal for justifying the presence of sharing economy firms and to overcome the
current controversies and challenges to build long-term success for sharing economy.
Therefore, we focus on the following questions:
RQ1: What is the current stance of sharing economy? What are the sources of
controversies and dark side of sharing economy?
RQ2: How has the dark side of sharing economy challenged the legitimacy of sharing
economy?
RQ3: How can sharing economy resolve concerns about its challenged legitimacy?
What are the roles of CSR in this regard?
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we discuss sharing economy as a
global phenomenon and review the academic literature on this subject. Next, we
discuss the importance of legitimacy and how legitimacy is related to CSR. Then, we
elaborate why and how the legitimacy of sharing economy has been challenged regarding regulatory/legal concerns, tax/labor concerns, consumer safety, social inequality,
political standpoints, and economic/societal impact. Finally, we present theoretical and
managerial implications, followed by limitations and directions for future research.
Figure 1 presents the conceptual framework of this paper.

Sharing economy as a global phenomenon
Sharing economy is an umbrella term that describes an emerging consumption trend:
online peer-to-peer economic activities for sharing among consumers through intermediary service firms. The act of sharing is nonreciprocal pro-social behavior “that involves the act and process of distributing what is ours to others for their use and/or the
act and process of receiving or taking something from others for our use” [15, 16].
Although sharing has always existed in human society, this type of sharing behaviors
and the widespread phenomenon of sharing economy are still new, so no term for this
phenomenon has been widely agreed upon [17]. Thus, several terms have been adopted
in academic and practical arenas, such as collaborative consumption [9], access-based
consumption [18], the Mesh [19], sharing [20], and collaborative economy [21, 22].
Botsman [21] defines sharing economy as “an economic system based on sharing underused assets or services, for free or for a fee, directly from individuals.” She stresses
that sharing economy is based on peer-to-peer marketplaces building upon social trust
among social strangers. Sharing economy is also defined as a special case of
consumer-to-consumer (C2C) e-commerce [23]. Habibi et al. [24] interpret sharing
economy on a continuum ranging from commercial to idealistic, in which idealistic
platforms, e.g., Couchsurfing, focus more on social and sustainable goals than do

Fig. 1 Review of CSR and legitimacy of sharing economy and role of CSR communication
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commercial platforms. Throughout this paper, we use the term sharing economy to
refer to various kinds of sharing services.
The exponential growth of sharing economy across the globe has been propelled
by economic benefits from sharing economy services [25] and advanced communication/social technologies. As a result, people perceive ownership as less important
and are more willing to use sharing economy services [9, 26]. For example, according to a recent Nielsen poll of more than 30,000 Internet users, 23% of the survey
participants indicated that they were willing to rent their power tools to neighbors
[25]. Moreover, with the emergence of digital intermediaries, reputation-based trust
has facilitated people’s sharing behaviors online, where trust is an important issue
[21]. Although sharing and related modes of access have received growing attention
from academics, research on sharing economy is still nascent and mostly adopts
macro-perspectives and focuses on the roles of sharing intermediaries [27]. Some
empirical studies of individuals’ motivations for using sharing economy reveal that
utilitarian aspects (e.g., saving resources and costs, social utility) are users’ primary
motives [28]. Other studies [11] show the important role of hedonic value perceptions (vs. utilitarian and symbolic values) in young consumers’ attitude toward and
intention to use sharing economy services. Similarly, Bucher et al. [10] confirm
that moral, social-hedonic, and monetary motivations play important roles in individuals’ attitudes toward sharing their possessions with others online. They also
find that social-hedonic motives had the strongest impact on attitude, followed by
moral and then monetary motives, and that motives are determined by materialism,
sociability, and volunteering. Lawson et al. [12] demonstrate that significant factors
for consumers’ attitudes and intention to use sharing economy services (e.g., economic consciousness, variety seeking, materialism, status consumption) may depend
on the consumer clusters. Other researchers depict sharing as inherently ecological
and pro-social (e.g., sharing contributes to sustainable environmental practices) and
thus such altruistic motives drive people’s sharing behaviors [15, 20].
While sharing economy is practiced through various platforms, with smaller firms in
various business arenas, a small number of major services (Uber, Lyft, and Airbnb)
dominate the market. The major players like Uber have become global. Uber was valued at $68 billion in December 2016, taking only 6 years to surpass the valuation of
100-year-old companies like GM and Ford as well as traditional transportation providers like Hertz and Avis [29]. Airbnb is operating in over 65,000 cities in more than
191 countries. Lyft is relatively smaller than Uber and Airbnb, but after its business
embarked in June 2012, Lyft has expanded its services to 300 cities in the USA, 1 million rides per day. The company was valued at $7.5 billion in April 2017. Its global expansion to Canada is coming at the end of 2017. Such growth indicates that many
individuals are increasingly accustomed to use sharing economy for everyday activities
such as shopping and travel.
Sharing economy become a global phenomenon that promotes many local copycats
of larger sharing economy businesses. The popularity of Uber has led to the success of
BlaBlaCar, a long-distance ride-sharing service, in France. Customers’ familiarity with
AirBnB and co-working spaces such as Shared and Citizen Space have triggered the
introduction of very similar firms in many countries. For instance, South Korea has
So-Car (similar to Zipcar), Kozaza (similar to AirBnB), and D-Camp (similar to Citizen
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Space). In China, Didi Chuxing, a copycat of Uber, took over Uber’s business in China
and then expanded over five continents [30].
Additionally, as sharing economy services have exponentially diffused through markets and consumers increasingly adopt these services but it also has disrupted the
current market [31]. Due to sharing economy, some of traditional businesses had to
modify existing services and/or launch new services that embrace the notion of sharing
economy. For example, taxi companies are heavily regulated and must purchase expensive licenses to operate. The introduction of Uber, however, has not only reduced the
value of these licenses but has left taxi firms unable to sell their licenses as expected
and unprotected from such rapid devaluation. License values have dropped anywhere
from 25% (New York) to 33.3% (Chicago) [29]. More importantly, Uber’s entry has reduced demand for taxis anywhere from 8% (New York) to 65% (San Francisco) in only
2 years [29]. On the other hand, some companies have modified existing services to attract sharing economy consumers. In Germany, BMW launched DriveNow in 2011 as a
version of Zipcar for luxury vehicles. Volkswagen introduced Quicar through which
consumers can ride 200 short-term rental vehicles across cities in 50 locations. Peugeot
and Daimler, two car manufacturers, have embraced the ride-sharing idea by offering
car rental services through memberships and mobile apps, respectively [32]. Daimler is
exploring expanding this service to more than just Daimler vehicles, creating an app
that works much like Uber (matching drivers and passengers) and connects to Facebook and Twitter feeds, allowing both the driver and rider to rate each other after the
completion of the trip. These are only a few examples of changes in traditional businesses triggered by the rise of sharing economy.

Sharing economy’s legitimacy
Legitimacy can be defined as “a generalized perception or assumption that the actions
of an entity are desirable, proper, or appropriate within some socially constructed system of norms, values, beliefs, and definitions” [5]. As this definition implies, conformation with social norms, values, and expectations is an important requirement for
legitimacy [33]. Legitimacy is crucial for organizations’ survival because without legitimacy, organizations can be less stable and unable to grow [5].
Suchman [5] identifies three types of organizational legitimacy: pragmatic, cognitive, and moral. First, pragmatic legitimacy builds upon self-interested calculation
of benefits from the company’s activities (e.g., cost reduction, output of the macro
economy system) for its audience (e.g., stakeholders). In this view of pragmatic legitimacy, stakeholders attribute legitimacy to organizations and organizations can
directly influence such calculations and persuade key stakeholders through directly
benefiting/involving their stakeholders. This legitimacy reflects “utility value of responsibility” [8]. Second, cognitive legitimacy concerns societal contexts that determine whether organizations’ outputs, leader behaviors, and business practices are
necessary or inevitable. This legitimacy works subconsciously and thereby it can be
managed indirectly by organizations [34]. Third, moral legitimacy refers to normative evaluations and conscious moral judgments of the organization and its activities [35]. Moral legitimacy is “socially constructed by giving and considering
reasons to justify certain actions, practices, or institutions” [8]. Explicit public discussion and vigorous participations by the firms are crucial for organizations to
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gain moral legitimacy [5]. According to Palazzo and Scherer [8], pragmatic and
cognitive legitimacy are insufficient in global contexts (e.g., cognitive legitimacy assumes cultural homogeneity and density of shared norms, values, and beliefs) [5].
Thus, the two legitimacies need to be complemented by moral legitimacy [8].

Why legitimacy of sharing economy has been challenged
The legitimacy of sharing economy has been challenged due to concerns and issues
of the sharing economy businesses’ socially irresponsible practices. We comprehensively review concerns about sharing economy regarding regulatory/legal issues,
tax/labor issues, consumer concerns, social inequality, politics and lobbying, economic/societal impact, and notion of sharing. We then further discuss how such issues impact pragmatic, cognitive, and moral legitimacy of sharing economy,
followed by the discussions about how to manage challenged legitimacy (e.g.,
through more effective CSR communication).

Regulatory and legal issues

The growth of the sharing economy has attracted attention from governments, regulators, and industry incumbents. Government regulators recognize the benefits of the
sharing economy, such as lower prices for consumers, flexible employment and extra
income, better use of idle assets and new forms of business, better consumer experience, and the building of trust between consumers and businesses. However, they also
recognize abundant problems, including income instability and fewer benefits than
traditional jobs, lack of company oversight and untrained workers posing a danger to
consumers, privacy dangers arising from collection of huge amounts of personal information, and a failure to get services to poorer consumers who lack smartphones or
internet access [36]. Government efforts to integrate sharing economy businesses into
existing regulatory frameworks could cause problems for Uber, Airbnb, and Lyft in regard to taxation, disability rules, worker classification, and consumer safety.
The issue arises that the regulations governing business practices, standards, and employee classification are outdated relics of the industrial era where the standards were
meant to protect workers from factory exploitation [37]. Today, many workers work remotely as free agents and up to 90% of workers in the USA want more freedom in their
choice of employment [37]. One estimate states that up to one third of American
workers are in some way free agents (whether part-time or full-time, primary or secondary, etc.) [37]. Identifying how big this group is can be challenging as different definitions encompass full-time and part-time free agents, 1099 workers, freelancers,
employers, etc. This diversity of types of free agents makes it cumbersome to draft new
laws regulating businesses that employ free agents.
The three industry giants of sharing economy (i.e., Lyft, Uber, and Airbnb) employ
half a million of the 2.7 million Americans in the sector [36]. But these companies, particularly Uber, identified their workers as independent contractors and tried to educate
stakeholders on the benefits of the sharing economy until stakeholders realize the benefits themselves [38]. Both approaches worked when the players were small but are no
longer feasible solutions. In response, California has now ruled that drivers are employees, not independent contractors. Further, Uber is now banned in the Hamptons
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area. Additionally, courts in many European countries have found that ride-sharing by
non-professional drivers is illegal.
Regulators face the problem that data are necessary to make good policy decisions, but data about sharing economy are limited and hard to come by [36]. For
instance, Airbnb refuses to release where its rental listings are located, thus limiting the power of local governments to regulate them [39]. The data that are available on the impact of the sharing economy on American workers and businesses
has been compiled by special interest groups (often with questionable credibility),
not unbiased government analysts [37]. There is no government-commissioned
reporting on this sector to date.
Specific business practices of sharing economy also raise concerns about violations of
anti-trust laws. One example is Uber’s surge pricing, which Uber characterizes as an
adaptive pricing model that is designed to equalize supply and demand through raising
prices where there is high demand and few drivers [39]. Customers are notified when
surge pricing is in effect. However, research shows that it is an artifice of Uber’s active
management, creating a “mirage of the marketplace,” not actually connected to fluctuating supply and demand [39]. Uber’s model raises concerns about violation of
anti-trust laws because Uber drivers are independent contractors but agree on pricing;
therefore, the pricing could be interpreted as collusion or price fixing [29]. Even further,
some argue that these firms are attempting to create monopolies through such price
fixing and cost advantages due to regulatory differences [40]. Uber faced a lawsuit in
2013 when New York taxi drivers filed for $100 million in reimbursement damages for
lost wages caused by Uber’s cost advantages [41]. However, this lawsuit was thrown out
by another judge recently because it was deemed “unfair.” Despite its few encounters
with litigation, Uber generally gets away with ignoring regulatory frameworks by accumulating vast sums of money for lawyers and lobbyists [41].
In the USA, there is no umbrella regulation affecting the sharing economy yet; rather,
there is a patchwork of local ordinances and court rulings with disparate implications
for each region [37]. Regulatory issues become worse in the context of global business.
Other countries, such as China, are proactively establishing a national framework to
make sharing economy a competitive business model. Such practices could endanger
the success of US sharing economy players abroad [37].
For example, courts in many European countries have found that using
non-professional drivers is illegal. South Korea banned the Uber app, hoping to encourage a locally produced competitor [38]. Uber is banned or heavily restricted in Belgium,
France, Germany, Italy, and Spain due to taxi drivers petitioning the courts [29]. In
California and Florida, courts have ruled that Uber must treat its drivers as employees
and reimburse them for work costs and/or provide unemployment [29]. Uber drivers in
the UK are petitioning for the same benefits. Airbnb has faced international challenges
as well. The mayor of Paris set up a team of 20 agents to crack down on illegal
room-sharing. This investigation led to 20 owners of 56 apartments incurring heavy
fines for illegal room-sharing [38]. Catalonia in Spain is investigating how illegal room
sharing affects tourism, pollution, and convenience stores [38]. In sum, regulatory and
legal issues are growing across countries due to some malpractices of sharing economy
businesses. Consequently, negative sentiments about sharing economy’s legitimacy, particularly cognitive legitimacy, have increased.
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Tax and labor issues

Another major issue for sharing economy’s legitimacy is driven by billions of dollars in
missed tax revenue. The fees that sharing economy companies like Uber take are seldom
taxed in the country where the transaction takes place, as the home offices are sheltered
in tax haven countries such as Ireland. For instance, Uber processes transactions in the
Netherlands and has its IP assigned to a tax haven in Bermuda, leaving less than 2% of its
revenues taxable in the USA [42]. Airbnb collects up to 15% of the fee charged by room
renters and then shelters it in Irish tax havens that allow it to operate on terms that are
not available to its Hotelier competitors [42]. In Australia, Airbnb operates the Haines’s
Rental group, but the payments are automatically processed in Ireland. While Airbnb
Ireland pays a small fee to its Australian subsidiary for in-country marketing (which is
then taxed), the majority of money earned in Australia goes untaxed. At the very least,
sharing economy players have alerted governments of the need to modernize taxation
rules and combat companies shifting profits to tax havens.
An important labor issue is the classification of workers of sharing economy firms.
Classifying these workers as contractors instead of employees brings up a myriad of issues: these workers have no minimum wage, have no ability to bargain, are unprotected
by unemployment insurance, and receive no overtime pay. Unfortunately, labor concerns are prevalent among sharing economy companies that claim to liberate workers,
particularly Uber. Because Uber calls its drivers independent contractors, Uber is not
responsible for compensating them for insurance and benefits. Drivers receive no employer contribution for Medicare or Social Security, nor any unemployment insurance,
and are responsible for their own expenses. Also, UberX, its cheapest service available
to riders, has cut fares to $1.10 per mile and $.21/min under 11 mph to compete with
Lyft [43]. Uber also takes 20% of those earnings. However, an Uber driver’s total costs
(including insurance, gas, depreciation, and repairs) averages to $.56 per mile. This pricing barely leaves room for profit.
Additionally, multiple cases have been reported of violence against drivers, sometimes by passengers, and such injured workers are unprotected because of their employment status [29]. Uber states that it removes drivers with bad ratings, but there are
reports that its executives remove drivers for personal and capricious reasons [39].
More savvy drivers have found that they do not make any money for short trips due to
congestion and expenses and therefore avoid short trips. However, a low acceptance
rate can cost them their job as Uber fires them if they go below a threshold [44]. Thus,
drivers either lose money on a great number of rides or risk losing their extra source of
income. Consequently, many drivers quit within a year. In sum, Uber’s business model
leaves drivers no recourse as it pits them against each other, discouraging collective action or forming a union for wage purposes. These same issues are also common in
other countries.

Consumer concerns

Sharing economy was originally welcomed because of its convenient access and cheaper
prices for services such as taxi rides, benefits which contributed to pragmatic legitimacy
[5]. However, critics have challenged sharing economy services because of incidents
that demonstrate the risks and lack of safeguards for customers [45]. For example, as a
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way to protect consumers, Uber provides users with an opportunity to rate drivers on
its mobile app, but these ratings are the lightest form of consumer protection [46]. In
2017, a passenger who claimed that she was raped by an Uber driver in Kansas City
filed a lawsuit against Uber, alleging that Uber ignored previous warnings that the
driver did not fit with the company [47]. Similar rape incidents happened in India. In
another case, an Uber driver was suspected of killing six people in Kalamazoo,
Michigan, in 2016 [48]. In August 2017, a passenger in Florida was punched by his
Uber driver during an argument about the fare and later died from the injuries. Sexual
harassments by their drivers also led to two lawsuits in California and Kansas City [49].
According to one lawsuit,
Despite consistently marketing its driver background check process as “industry
leading” and “more rigorous than what is required to become a taxi driver” – in
reality Uber’s application process is designed for speed, not safety [49].
For Airbnb, houses rented out by Airbnb do not have to meet any health or safety
regulations. By comparison, hotels are held to stringent safety standards. Although
safety of Airbnb rentals in the USA is less of a worry because of local ordinances (and
structural and safety standards for condos and apartments), there is still worry for private residences and travel abroad. For instance, a Canadian woman who visited friends
in Taiwan in 2013 stayed in an Airbnb rental which had a leaking water heater and
lacked proper ventilation, leading to the woman’s death from carbon monoxide poisoning [50]. In another incident, two people rented a house through Airbnb for Thanksgiving, but rope attached to a tree at the rental collapsed and fell on one person’s skull,
killing him. This accident could have been avoided at a B&B where a routine safety
check, as required by law, could have revealed this danger. Juxtapose these stories with
the fact that Uber and Airbnb tout their rating systems as a key benefit to consumers.
But are they really? Furthermore, some critics are skeptical of Uber’s rating algorithms
and perceive Airbnb’s rating system as intentionally misleading in order to misrepresent
the level of quality [39].
Social inequality

Sharing economy has led to several issues about inequality as well. One issue is labor
and capital and their relationship with income inequality. Those with capital (i.e., the
relatively well-off ) stand to gain a lot while those with only labor to sell/share stand to
gain little [51]. Additionally, access to sharing economy can be limited, particularly for
poorer people without smartphones, who thus lack access to cheaper services that the
better-off can use [36].
Another issue is racial inequality in income earned through sharing economy. In the
case of Airbnb, some research evidences that African Americans make 12% less than
non-African American hosts [52] because some renters with biased perceptions of African American hosts are apparently willing to pay a “premium” to stay in non-African
Americans’ houses. Another study found that a profile with an African American name
was 16.6% less likely to be accepted by an Airbnb host than the same profile with a
white name [53, 54]. Airbnb is being sued in a class action lawsuit for not doing
enough about discrimination.
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Politics and lobbying

Airbnb and Uber appear to be heavily engaged in lobbying and PR. Legislators and
regulators are having trouble deciding how to handle these new firms, and it seems
Airbnb and Uber have more say in regulatory efforts than industry competitors do
[39]. Difficulty in regulation is being exacerbated by a belief that such technology
platforms are imminent/inevitable in a technology-driven future. Uber tried to
quash New York mayor Bill De Blasio’s effort to limit the number of cars on the
road in 2015 [39]. In October 2015, Airbnb killed proposition F, an initiative to restrict short-term rentals, in San Francisco. It outspent its opponents by a ratio of
100:1 [39]. Additionally, both Uber and Airbnb are in no rush to go public for
maximum flexibility; they provide no prospectus, they do not have an independent
audit, and no one can see their accounts.
While Uber and Airbnb are becoming masters in leveraging big data analytics and
convincing people that they know best how to improve efficiency and safety with this
data [39], these firms control the narrative and only release figures that favorably portray them. Uber reported that its drivers could earn an average salary of $90 k/year, but
did not mention that this figure was based on the salaries of drivers in New York City,
which has the highest wages of any city it operates in. Additionally, the fine print shows
that this figure applies only to drivers driving over 40 h per week and does not include
expenses (mileage, gas, repairs, insurance, etc.). Airbnb similarly released a press release
claiming that “quantitative evidence shows hosts are good for NY.” It reported that
Airbnb supported 950 jobs in the outer boroughs and 82% of its properties are outside
of mid-Manhattan [39]. However, when the New York Attorney General’s office examined the data, it was found that 97% of Uber’s revenue came from just two of the five
boroughs (Brooklyn and Manhattan) [39]. The claims are delivered in a confident tone
with impressive figures but are misleading at best.
Airbnb has tempted academic researchers with access to its internal data. While it
does not overtly commission researchers, the allure of exclusive access likely makes it
difficult for researchers to maintain neutrality [39]. Once the researchers write their papers, Uber then uses those papers to refute claims by opponents. It “recruited” the
former White House Economic Advisor Gene Sterling to write about its impact on
housing prices and Princeton economist Alan Krueger to co-author a paper with
Jonathan Hall, Uber’s head of policy research, on driver income (the paper left out
drivers’ expenses, stating that the data was not available). Sometimes, Uber’s reports
are released in full but without the accompanying data, and other times, the reports are
kept internal and only a press release is available [39]. Overall, the actions and reports
of sharing economy giants do not exhibit transparency or considerations of their stakeholders. These actions lead to questions about these companies’ level of responsibility
and legitimacy.

Economic and societal impact

In many Western economies, big businesses and governments have not adequately
invested in productivity, leading to low productivity and stagnating wages [42].
Sharing economy originated from economic recession but it currently operates on
the periphery, not the center, of industry and disrupts traditional industries. It may
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increase competitions, but its introduction and disruption do not increase demand.
Thus, some people argue that sharing economy creates little real economic impact—just a shift in who profits [3]. This argument and other evidence suggest that
in the USA, workers are being pushed into this part of the economy because of
stagnating wages and decreased standards of living. Further, these companies are
trying to turn many other sectors in the economy into this form of “sharing,” forcing incumbent players to compete on an unfair playing field regarding tax and
regulatory requirements [42].
While sharing economy platforms make sense at the individual level, they create
some macroeconomic concerns. For instance, these firms are changing communities. A
report by Coldwell Banker Commercial told real estate investors around the USA that
renting properties to Airbnb renters had a rate of return well over two times higher
than renting to long-term renters, leading investors to prefer Airbnb renters and turning an already bad housing shortage into an ever more urgent crisis [44]. Airbnb is at
the center of a set of cases against landlords in San Francisco where landlords have
evicted their tenants in order to list their properties on Airbnb at elevated rates. Housing costs in San Francisco have been skyrocketing since the introduction of Airbnb,
while Uber has added 10,000 more cars to London’s already congested roads [40]. Amid
worries about growing housing prices and a shortage of housing (only exacerbated by
Airbnb’s presence), Airbnb made a compromise with San Francisco lawmakers to cap
the number of short-term rentals and have all their associates register with the city.
However, only 20% of the 7000 associates did. Airbnb claims that it cannot be held responsible for illegal renting, citing the Communications Decency Act [55].
In the case of Canada, where the housing market has been on fire for about a decade,
Airbnb is exacerbating the problem of housing shortages because many rental properties are being converted for Airbnb rentals leading to the eviction of hundreds of families. Investors do conversions of properties for Airbnb because of rising housing prices
(and so want to cash in on huge capital gains). Airbnb encourages owners to rent their
houses to short-stay visitors rather than long-term renters, causing rental prices to skyrocket and making it nearly impossible for renters to afford housing [41]. Hotels are
also experiencing reduced demand, endangering profits. Airbnb causes problems for
short-term renters as well. In Melbourne, Australia, short-term stayers are three times
more likely to have complaints than long-term residents. Unfortunately, the remedies
for complaints (at least in many Australian states) are more geared toward long-term
residents. In other words, few city ordinances exist to deal with complaints from
short-term stayers [46].
Critics also doubt whether ride-sharing platforms can create good jobs, especially in
the case of Uber, which avoids regulation (sometimes even ignoring it) and shift risk
onto the workers (all the while not providing any contractual obligations) [40]. Uber
and Lyft drivers now outnumber taxi drivers in many major US cities. They are becoming a serious contributor to congestion [39]. Uber has been blamed for slowing traffic
and increasing congestion in Manhattan, and meanwhile, taxi drivers earn less and
Uber drivers are dismayed by their equally dismal net earnings [41, 46]. Additionally,
public transit systems have been threatened by ride-sharing companies like Uber and
Lyft poaching passengers [44]. Public transit systems require a precise equation that
balances how to move people around the city. Ride-sharing services provide
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transportation to and from more remote places (where they incur a loss) by offsetting
this cost with heavy use on busy areas (where they make their gains). However, these
companies target the same segment of the population that public transit systems do.
This passenger poaching makes it nearly impossible for public transit systems to be
economically sustainable; potentially, the whole system could collapse, leading to disastrous reverberated effects. Additionally, less use of public transportation could negatively affect the environment as the benefits of shared transits (e.g., lower carbon
emissions) are lost.

Is sharing really sharing?

Maybe one of the most important criticisms and the most challenging legitimacy issue
is questions about its terminology: whether sharing economy is really sharing. Some
argue that the sharing economy is less about sharing than selling because it is no different than traditional capitalism; it is only packaged with environmental, ethical, and
moral claims [3]. Also, sharing economy allows customers to access unused assets at a
price and make economic transactions for access with little personal interaction, so the
phenomenon could be called access-based consumption rather than sharing [18, 25].
Others argue that sharing economy does nothing to change the traditional forms of
ownership or move users into a more cooperative world. Instead, sharing economy
commodifies and monetizes traditional forms of peer interaction and encourages a
more individuated approach to the world.
For Airbnb, the initial idea of sharing extra bedrooms is good, but the idea has been
converted to commercial businesses, particularly in big cities like New York and San
Francisco. For instance, in New York City, many hosts control multiple listings and
over 200 properties in some cases [44]. As mentioned earlier, the academic realm has
no consensus on the definition of sharing economy, possibly because of differing interpretations of the act of sharing [10]. Many definitions of sharing economy do not fall
into strict concepts of sharing. Some prior conceptualizations (e.g., Belk [20]) assume
reciprocity and joint possessions, but these definitions do not truly reflect the practices
of sharing economy services such as Airbnb [23]. Belk [20] distinguishes prototypical
characteristics of sharing and commodity exchange. Later, Belk [16] identifies commercial car-sharing businesses such as Zipcar and for-profit home-sharing organizations
like Airbnb as pseudo-sharing. According to Belk [16], such sharing is not prosocial
sharing because “sharing includes voluntary lending, pooling and allocation of resources, and authorized use of public property (sharing), but not contractual renting,
leasing, or unauthorized use of property by theft or trespass (pseudo-sharing).” Ozanne
and Ballantine [56] argue that sharing behaviors reduce consumption of specific brands
or product categories, and thus, they are an alternative to consumption:
anti-consumption. Additionally, many of the initial startups that partook in sharing
economy have quit operations or changed directions. Many of those who have stayed
have ended the person-to-person narrative as a marketing technique and have begun to
compete on price. Thus, the sharing economy has evolved to look less unique and
revolutionary, a development which deepens the concerns about its legitimacy.
These comprehensive reviews of concerns about sharing economy are summarized in
Table 1.
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Table 1 Summary of controversies and challenged legitimacy of sharing economy
Controversy domains

Dark side of sharing economy and examples

Regulatory and legal issues

• Employee identification (e.g., Uber identifying their workers as independent
contractors
• Limited release of data for policy decisions (e.g., Airbnb refusing to release rental
listings)
• Possible violations of anti-trust laws (e.g., Uber’s surge pricing model)

Tax and labor issues

• Missed tax revenues (e.g., Uber, Airbnb)
• Poor employee treatment and working environment (e.g., Uber’s workers with
lack of protections and violence against drivers)

Consumer concerns

• Incidental situations with risks and lack of safeguards for customers (e.g., rape
and murder allegations, unmet health and safety regulations)

Social inequality

• Imbalanced distributions of gains across those with capital and without capital
• Racial inequality from discrimination

Politics and lobbying

• Lobbying and PR to legislators and regulators
• Allure of exclusive access to internal data offered to academic researchers

Economic and societal
impact

• Increasing competitions rather than increasing demand
• Macroeconomic concerns (e.g., changing communities and worsening living
situations in concentrated service areas)
• Reduced use of public infrastructure that will adversely affect the benefit of
shared burden

Is sharing really sharing?

• Questions about sharing economy whether it is no different than traditional
capitalism in the end (e.g., commodifying and monetizing traditional forms of
peer interaction)

CSR communications for legitimacy of sharing economy
CSR communication

As stated earlier, various issues with sharing economy have provoked serious concerns
about its dark side. However, sharing economy businesses may be able to strengthen
their legitimacy through CSR and CSR communication, which is closely related. A core
assumption of all CSR-related terms (CSR, corporate citizenship, business ethics) is
normative conformity with the social environment [57–60]. Prior CSR work indicates
that firms that are perceived as socially responsible receive benefits such as consumers’
positive attitudes toward the company/brands [61, 62]. CSR also contributes to firms’
financial performance. Lins et al. [63], who utilize CSR as an indicator of social capital,
confirm that firms with higher social capital (i.e., higher CSR) experienced stock returns
4–7% points higher than did firms with lower social capital; higher CSR also led to
other positive outcomes (e.g., higher profitability, growth, and sales per employee). In
their investigation of 200 cross-industry suppliers-buyers’ dyads, Homburg et al. [64]
find that CSR practices enhance customer loyalty through trust and that philanthropic
CSR increases customer loyalty through stronger customer-company identification.
According to Cherney and Blair [65], perceived motives moderate the positive impact
of CSR on consumers’ perceptions of product performance (self-interest vs. benevolent). In contrast, some studies suggest that CSR may not always bring positive outcomes to organizations. Although consumers may form more positive (e.g., warmer,
more compassionate) sentiments about firms with high CSR [66], they may perceive socially responsible firms’ products/expertise as performing worse than those of companies without socially responsible actions [67, 68].
Effectively communicating CSR can benefit firms even in controversial industries.
For instance, Du and Vieira [69] show that oil companies utilize a combination of
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CSR practices and communication (using factual arguments and two-sided messages) that often involves multi-media and social media platforms. They further
suggest five communication tactics to boost and convey CSR credibility: (1) integrate CSR into corporate missions and values, (2) present factual arguments (e.g.,
state where money was donated, to whom it was donated, and the actual impact
(whenever possible), (3) utilize two-sided persuasion (e.g., communicate both positive and negative information), (4) demonstrate the organization’s leadership to
industry-wide associations to address social concerns, and (5) showcase awards and
certificates. In addition, using story-telling (i.e., creating affective stories about their
CSR actions) can be more effective than argument-based advertising to enhance
the impact of CSR communication.
From companies’ perspective, using social media other than their websites can
maximize their efforts to communicate CSR. In fact, many corporate websites are static
and lack communication [70]. Considering that individuals’ preferred methods of communication have shifted to social media channels such as YouTube and Facebook,
where people show and share their lives and options, businesses could more effectively
communicate CSR through social media. Other communication channels such as CSR
blogs are valuable communication platforms for companies’ CSR efforts, wherein organizations and highly engaged audiences can interact freely without any gate-keeping
mechanism [70].

CSR communication and legitimacy management

Some researchers recognize that CSR debate is limited, particularly because research
has been dominated by instrumental interpretations [8, 70, 71]. CSR discussions that
primarily focus on pragmatic and cognitive conceptions of legitimacy reflect “theoretical narrowness, and missing rigor of the CSR debate, and lack of discourse on moral
legitimacy” [8]. CSR and legitimacy can be more complicated and challenging for firms
with global presence. Palazzo and Scherer [8] assert that current conceptualizations of
CSR are built on the assumption that conformity with societal rules is the predictor of
legitimacy, but the assumption does not work well in the global business context because there are no globally accepted legal or moral normative standards [72]. Along this
line, Palazzo and Scherer [8] further state, “In the current transition from stable industrial society to a globalized postindustrial society, cognitive legitimacy is eroding (e.g.,
shareholder-value ideology, free and open market narratives, normative homogeneity)
while pragmatic legitimacy (e.g., lobbyism, branding, strategic public relations) provokes growing resistance (e.g., anti-globalization movement, no logo movement).
Therefore, moral legitimacy has become the core source of social acceptance.”
In these aspects, legitimacy has emerged as one of the critical issues in companies
that operate globally, and the importance of perceived moral legitimacy is growing [8].
How can companies manage legitimacy? Existing theories suggest two strategies: strategic approaches and institutional approaches. Strategic approaches assume that legitimacy serves as an operational resource [5] that business organizations can directly
manage and influence [73]. Strategic approaches focus on pragmatic legitimacy and indicate the possibility that corporations can manipulate social contexts or the process of
legitimacy ascriptions [8].
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Institutional approaches treat legitimacy as the outcome of a business complying with
normative values and societal beliefs, and this view of legitimacy reflects the embeddedness of organizational culture [34, 74]. Organizational legitimacy is also manifested
through a continuous adaptation process of reacting and complying with external expectations for demonstrating organizations’ worthiness and acceptability in a focal society [34]. In these aspects, institutional approaches are aligned with cognitive legitimacy,
which assumes a national governance system and a homogeneous cultural background
of shared norms, values, and beliefs [5]. CSR projects are ways to comply with external
members’ expectations [75] for achieving cognitive legitimacy. One important limitation of both strategic and institutional approaches, however, is that they show a lack of
consideration of moral legitimacy [8].
Researchers such as Palazzo and Scherer [8] point out that current CSR communication has primarily focused on pragmatic and cognitive legitimacy. An increasing number of companies have communicated their CSR initiatives through various
communication channels such as social reporting, websites, and advertising [70,
76]. CSR communication is crucial for companies to inform, educate, and more
importantly, interact with stakeholders. In so doing, companies may directly influence pragmatic legitimacy and indirectly influence cognitive legitimacy of sharing
economy. However, prior work has indicated that CSR communication may trigger
corporate hypocrisy. According to Wagner et al. [77], who introduced the term
“corporate hypocrisy,” proactive CSR communication (vs. reactive CSR communication) develops a higher degree of hypocrisy, and consumers’ firm beliefs and attitudes are negatively influenced where hypocrisy mediates the relationship.

CSR communication for legitimacy of sharing economy

For legitimacy of sharing economy, sharing economy businesses may need to harness
CSR communication to enhance cognitive and moral legitimacy because of moral challenges of organizations such as Uber (e.g., the CEO’s scandals involving sexual harassment in the workplace, etc.) [5, 75]. Uber has striven to combat the negative reputation
of its organizational culture, regulation issues, and other problems, which have lowered
cognitive legitimacy [5]. Uber has recently committed $5 million to prevent sexual assault and domestic violence through raising awareness and educating millions globally
[78]. Also, Uber has launched significant charitable donations which it has communicated in social media such as Facebook with the hashtag #GivingTuesday. In November
2017, it announced a partnership with Meals on Wheels America, a nationwide network of community-based organizations for seniors who needs support. Additionally,
Uber announced in August 2017 that is working to close the gender gap in technology
through a multiyear partnership with Girls Who Code, a national nonprofit
organization. As part of the partnership, Uber will give $1.2 million to Girls Who Code
over the next 3 years to help grow hundreds of after-school and immersion programs
and allow an additional 60,000 girls across the USA to be exposed to technical skills
[4]. This donation is part of a $3 million diversity fund to be spent in the coming years.
In October 2017, Uber launched 8–80 Coding, a new initiative for technology
education for people of all ages in Philadelphia. This initiative includes three programs:
(1) support for students to be certified as AWS Solutions Architect Associates, (2) free
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tech education for children ages 5–18, and (3) a program working to close the gender
gap in technology by helping middle school girls get coding education [79]. Additionally, Uber claims that it shows how technology can serve ethical roles in society.
Essentially, with feedback from law enforcement, Uber is trying to modify its processes
and policy for public and private safety [80].
Uber’s Facebook fan page seems to show high interactions between the firm and customers, but many comments are negative. Customers mostly report negative experiences, complaints, and anger, but Uber has indeed responded quickly and proactively
to comments. The company apologizes, say it takes such issues seriously, asks people
to send private messages, and then responds again, even several times to the same person. These efforts indicate that the company at least cares about its focal social media
platform. Its website, however, lacks prompt CSR communication, as does its Facebook
fan page. Its stories, partnerships, and promotions are mostly about golf, holidays, free
rides, and UberEATS. Only late in 2017 did Uber begin taking more active positions
and communicating its ethical roles in the community and society. Its response to
negative incidents is reactive CSR communication. For instance, Dara Khosrowshahi,
CEO, posted on November 21, 2017, about a data security incident in 2016 [81]. In
other words, the timing of these responses needs to be improved. Overall, active involvement and vigorous participation in explicit public discussion can help sharing
economy businesses improve moral legitimacy, which has become more crucial for global organizations [5, 8].

Discussion and theoretical implications
Sharing economy has taken over a substantial proportion of consumers’ lives, rapidly
and widely. The global success stories of sharing economy firms such as Uber and
Airbnb have demonstrated the positive side of sharing economy. But various issues
with the concept of sharing economy and businesses’ practices have led critics to challenge the legitimacy of sharing economy. Building upon legitimacy theory [5], this
paper comprehensively reviews sharing economy, including its positive and negative aspects and controversies and concerns about its legitimacy. We further synthesize CSR
and CSR communication literature and link CSR and CSR communication to improved
legitimacy. Using a theoretical lens, this paper addresses some important questions:
where sharing economy stands now in terms of three types of legitimacy and how sharing economy companies may need to manage legitimacy to justify their existence and
build long-term success.
Specifically, sharing economy has maintained pragmatic legitimacy in that the benefits are overall clearly recognized by self-interested stakeholders [5]. Also, the growth
and the profit of sharing economy firms aligns with early theories of profit such as
Levitt’s, who hold that making a profit is the social responsibility of for-profit organizations [8]. But concerns about consumer safety and unstable employment issues have
lowered pragmatic legitimacy because the benefits from sharing economy—for either
consumers or workers—are offset by such security issues.
More importantly, critics have also challenged the cognitive and moral legitimacy of
sharing economy businesses and responding to these challenges may be more important for these companies to justify their presence and build long-term success [8].
Responding to challenges to cognitive and moral legitimacy may be more difficult than
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responding to challenges to pragmatic legitimacy because cognitive and moral legitimacies work at a subconscious level, so organizations are only able to indirectly influence
customers’ perceptions [5, 34]. Up to now, sharing economy businesses, especially the
major players Uber and Airbnb, have faced negative perceptions about their value and
social impact. These conflicts have resulted from their malpractices and incidents involving regulations; legal, tax, and labor issues; politics; and lobbying behaviors. Also,
the issues of social inequality and societal and economy impact, along with doubts
about its core concept of sharing, are also weakening its legitimacy. These negative perceptions highlight the dark side of sharing economy [14], a topic which is neglected in
the literature. As one of the first attempts to explore the negative side of sharing economy, the current research brings attention to how and why the cognitive and moral legitimacy of sharing economy has been challenged.
We also link the legitimacy of sharing economy to CSR of sharing economy. Legitimacy is a yardstick in CSR debate [7]. Within the global environment where cognitive legitimacy is eroding and pragmatic legitimacy is provoking resistance [8], sharing
economy has more challenges of its legitimacy. Sharing economy firms have realized
the value of CSR and embarked upon several CSR initiatives that can contribute to cognitive legitimacy [75]; however, these initiatives have not been well communicated. We
argue that effective CSR communications as well as practicing CSR are crucial to combat the rising negative sentiments about legitimacy. Particularly, engaging key stakeholders (e.g., local communities) in decision and communication processes contributes
to legitimacy [8, 35]. CSR can be used as a strategic means to achieve legitimacy and
combat negative sentiments [82], even in controversial industries like the oil industry
[69]. Thus, harnessing CSR and CSR communication can be viable and valuable for
sharing economy businesses to legitimize their activities [83, 84]. In other words, innovative services like sharing economy interrupt traditional business and may get challenged for its legitimacy; thus, incorporating doing good for the society for smart
future and for the environmental sustainability can help sharing economy to restore its
legitimacy in the current time [85, 86]. Also, In sum, as one of the first studies of the
dark side and challenged legitimacy of sharing economy, the current paper makes theoretical contributions from comprehensive theory-based reviews of why and how the
legitimacy of sharing economy has been challenged, despite very positive (initial) reactions to sharing economy. It also offers insights into better approaches to resolve the
challenged legitimacy of sharing economy through CSR communication. The discussion
of how CSR contributes to the legitimacy of sharing economy is a valuable expansion
of CSR discourse.

Practical implications
One of the biggest issues for sharing economy businesses is how to improve challenged
legitimacy. First, we suggest that businesses can enhance legitimacy and combat negative sentiments with CSR communication via multi-media platforms and social media
platforms. Particularly, businesses must be more proactive in engaging key stakeholders
(e.g., local communities) in the communication process. Also, Du and Vieira’s [69] five
tactics to boost CSR credibility can help sharing economy businesses increase legitimacy through effective CSR communication. Importantly, Du and Vieira argue that the
impact of those tactics may depend on the firm size: the larger the company, the more
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effective the tactics (because of larger businesses’ resources, motives, and possibility of
better design). Sharing economy firms are growing exponentially not only in firm value
but also in firm size. These sharing economy firms should then harness their firm size
to boost their legitimacy (strategic, cognitive, and more importantly, moral) through
more proactive CSR engagement and communication.
Next, given concerns about consumer safety and labor issues, sharing economy businesses must devise more sophisticated measures to protect privacy and security. Rather
than relying on mere claims (e.g., Uber’s “we conduct rigorous background check for
our drivers”) or simple rating systems, businesses need some type of real guarantees
and more sophisticated, specific measurement systems to enhance trust [87], all of
which can contribute to pragmatic legitimacy. This matter can be easier to manage
with more sophisticated measurement tools, as pragmatic legitimacy can be directly influenced by firms [5].
Additionally, resolving labor and work environment issues is essential for enhanced
legitimacy, particularly cognitive legitimacy. Although the concerns addressed above
are legitimate, issues about work environments apply not only to sharing economy. As
shown by Uber’s case, companies which neglect fair work environments and fail to
avoid scandal face serious backlash.

Limitation and future research
The current study has several limitations, which can be venue for future research. For
instance, given the significant role of trust in sharing economy suggested by some researchers [23], future research can integrate the role of trust in the legitimacy framework. For instance, a valuable extension would be to explore how lowered legitimacy of
sharing economy due to several issues may interplay with the societal and consumers’
trust and how their CSR communication play a role in managing challenged legitimacy
of sharing economy. According to Huurne et al.’s [23] comprehensive, systemic review
of the role of trust in general consumer-to-consumer e-commerce and sharing economy, people’s trust in sharing economy is driven by various factors such as reputation,
interactive experiences, and trust in the platform, and trust involves multiple entities
(i.e. seller, buyer, platform, interpersonal, and transaction). To date, as trust in the sharing economy has received very limited attention [23], the integrative discussion of legitimacy and trust can provide a more comprehensive picture.
The current research provides valuable discussions of the challenged legitimacy of
sharing economy. Yet, we did not take an empirical approach. Future research should
empirically quantify the impact of various issues on the perceived legitimacy of sharing
economy. In so doing, more interdisciplinary approaches to studies of organizations
and more attention to moral legitimacy would offer valuable insights [8].
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